
SP Activity Contest – Open Class

  PARTICIPANTS  SP VHF Club  hereby invites all licensed radio amateurs outside of Poland to participate in 

 the  SPAC - SP Activity Contest - Open Class. 

  DATE & TIME - 144 MHz, every first Tuesday of the month

- 432 MHz, every second Tuesday of the month

- 1,3 GHz,  every third Tuesday of the month

- 2,3 GHz   and up, every fourth Tuesday of the month

- 50 MHz,  every second Thursday of the month 

- 70 MHz,  every third Thursday of the month 

   17-21 UTC April-October (1900-2300 local CET time)

   18-22 UTC November-March (1900-2300 local CET time)

  SECTIONS  1. Open Class  50 MHz

 2. Open Class  70 MHz

 3. Open Class 144 MHz

 4. Open Class 432 MHz

 5. Open Class  1,3 GHz

 6. Open Class Microwave (multi band - separate logs for every band) 

 Single and multi operators participate in the same section.

  CONTACTS Each contact counts only ones regardless if it is /M, /A, /P etc.

Duplicates must not be deleted from the log, but shall be listed as a normal QSO with zero 

(0) points.

Entries must contain contacts with at least ONE locator square (JO74, KN19, etc) covering 

Polish territory, with a Polish station. Any stations outside of Poland can be worked and will 

also count. All contacts should be done in accordance with licence and IARU Region 1  

bandplans. No contacts via MGM modes (WSJT etc) or via active repeaters, satelites, EME are

allowed. CW, SSB, FM modes are allowed.

  EXCHANGE RS(T) and Locator, e.g. 579 KO28WV. No QSO number is needed! Please use REAL reports. 

  POINTS 50 MHz, 70MHz, 144 MHz, 432 MHz  and 1.3 GHz

1 point/km + 500 bonus points for each worked WW locator  (eg KO10, JO96...)

Microwave

 1 point/km * band multiplier + 500 bonus points per WW locator, regardless of band. 

 Band multipliers:

- 1,3 GHz * 1

- 2,3 GHz * 2

- 3,4 GHz * 3

- 5,7 GHz * 4

- 10 GHz  * 5

- 24 GHz  * 6 etc. 

Own locator  (JO91aa < > JO91aa) counts for 1 point

  AWARDS Only nine best contests are evaluated in the annual results. The first three stations in each 

section, and the best station in each country, will receive the SP Activity Contest Award. 

  MANAGER Logs must be received no later than 7 days after the contest. Only EDI  REG1TEST

logs are accepted. Please upload logs using web uploader available at http://spac.pk-ukf.pl

(direct link: http://spac.pk-ukf.pl/?upload=true) 

Latest  contest  information,  robot,  rules and results  are available online at:  

http://spac.pk-ukf.pl /

 You are welcome!
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